
On Monday 4 July 2011, HRH Prince William performed a daring
made-in-Canada manoeuvre in Prince Edward Island by
simulating a series of emergencies as he landed a Sea King
helicopter on the surface of a lake. William, who is a Royal Air
Force search-and-rescue helicopter pilot based in Wales,
performed the "waterbird" exercise several times for a crowd that
included his wife, Catherine.
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Having the opportunity to meet and talk with members of the
Royal family is a rare treat for most  Canadians. But having the
chance to actually fly with the future King is truly a once in a
lifetime  opportunity.   In an incredible turn of events, 12 Wing
had just that opportunity during the recent tour of  Canada by
Their Royal Highnesses, the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge.
Thanks to a personal request  from His Royal Highness (HRH),
Prince William, we were invited to conduct Waterbird training
with him  during the couple’s visit to Prince Edward Island. After
much detailed planning and inter-agency  coordination by a team
led by Major Mark Kotzer, we were quickly able to confirm our
ability to support this request and set in motion an extraordinary
experience.

Selected to fly this mission were myself, as the primary Waterbird
instructor pilot; Captain Josh Willemsen, as the back-up
Waterbird instructor pilot; and Lieutenant-Colonel (then Major)
Patrick MacNamara, as the TACCO for the mission.   Contrary to
popular myth, the selection process to determine the flight crew
was not the ever popular game of “Rock... Paper... Rank.”
Joining us as the  technical crew for the trip would be Sergeant
Dan Hatfield, Master Corporal Brad Arnold, and Master Corporal
Jonathan Goodland – all handpicked for their professionalism
and technical abilities.   In their capable hands would be placed
the responsibility of ensuring that the Waterbird was in top
condition for her historic flight.

Our adventure began with the six of us flying the Waterbird 
(CH12436) up to Charlottetown on Sunday,
3 July 2011.   We stopped briefly to drop our crack technical
team off at the airport before continuing on to Dalvay Lake for a
quick recce and practice session. After the short eight mile flight
from Charlottetown to Dalvay by the Sea, we landed next to the
lake at the cottage landing zone where we were to pick up HRH
the following day, and confirmed that it would be big enough –
despite the  surrounding trees – for us to fly into regardless of
wind direction.

We then headed over to Dalvay Lake, which was immediately

adjacent to the cottage, to check out the
assigned training area and conduct a brief assessment of its
usable area. The lake itself is much smaller and
shallower than the area normally used on Morris Lake but it
appeared to be "good enough" when first chosen as the site.
However, once on the surface, it quickly became evident that
almost half the area was too shallow to use and much of the lake
was choked with weeds.  The usable area that was left would be
quite "sporting" to say the least. Nonetheless, we had an ideal
southerly wind for the practice session so we pounded out a few
landings and take-offs to quickly assess the approaches, landing
area, and overshoots. After a few runs, it was clear that we would
only be able to do single engine water take-offs if we had a
northerly or southerly wind since the cross lake direction –
besides taking us  directly over the viewing areas where
thousands of spectators were to be seated – was far too narrow.

To make life even more interesting, trees on both the approach
and overshoot paths would further limit options on the N-S
direction. Despite these challenges, we assessed Dalvay Lake
as workable, which was fortunate since there were no
alternatives available.

After returning to Charlottetown, we checked into the hotel,
quickly got cleaned up, and then headed off to the private
reception where we were to meet the Royal couple.  Our first
headache came when we arrived at Peakes Quay and the
security staff could not find us on any approved invitee list.   After
several minutes of hanging around and being persistent while
trying not to irritate the guys with the guns, we were let into the
reception.   We were then ushered into a smaller room where
those of us who would be working with the next day's events
were to be "presented" to the Royal couple. 

This was followed by another long period of waiting as the
timings had slipped by almost an hour. The first sign that the
Royal couple had arrived was the crescendo of screams and
cheers from outside as their motorcade pulled up.  We were
quickly ushered into our assigned positions in the receiving line
as the Royal couple walked in and started working their way
down the line. The three of us stood out because we had decided
to stay  in flightsuits while everyone else was in business suits.
The Prince quickly noticed us and came over to ask if we were
the ones who he would be flying with the next day.  After a quick
"affirmative" his face lit up and he started talking enthusiastically
about how excited he was to get the chance to fly the  Waterbird. 
He was very animated as he talked about how getting to fly the
Waterbird was a rare treat for RAF pilots, usually reserved only
for senior instructors, and how he had to "pull rank" to get the 
opportunity.   The Duchess came along right behind him and,
noticing our flightsuits, asked us to "take care of her husband"
the next day.

The couple then went into the main reception area and we stayed
behind to grab a member of the staff to ask about the private
audience we had been promised later that evening to brief HRH
and have him watch the Waterbird training video. That's when we
found out that this time had become a casualty of the delayed
schedule and that we had just had all the time we would get prior
to the flight.   Beyond the obvious problem with missing the brief,
we also had a gift that we wanted to present to HRH and so we
asked the staff if we could do it at the reception. Headache
number two was upon us as we soon  realized flexibility is
apparently not the key to Royal event planning... but, after much
negotiation, we were lucky enough to have the Royal Equerry,
Captain Jean Leroux, show up and take the lead in setting up an
opportunity to present the commemorative helmet at the end of
the reception. This specially  prepared helmet was the result of



a collaborative effort between 12 Wing graphic artist Steve Coyle
and local artist Travis Roma. The helmet had received a custom
paint job adorned with imagery designed to commemorate the
event and was absolutely stunning.

As the couple exited the reception area, we had a small table set
up with the helmet on it, ready for presentation. The Duchess
was the first to walk up and she was clearly impressed with the 
thoughtfulness of the gift. The Duke came along moments later
and was astounded by the detail in the artwork and the
craftsmanship of the stand.   None of the photos do it justice; this
was a true “one-of-a kind” work of art. As he left, he thanked us
for the gift and again expressed his great anticipation for the next
day's trip.

The 4th of July dawned overcast and threatening rain. The
forecasts looked quite gloomy but held some promise for a
departure in marginally VFR weather for the flight to the lake.
Fortunately, the advancing weather front lost much of its punch
as it hit the Northumberland Strait and things were looking pretty
good by our scheduled launch time. We zipped up to the cottage
at Dalvay Lake and circled for a few minutes waiting for our
appointed time to arrive. 

Accompanying us was Master Corporal Patricia Lockhart, a
safety systems technician from 12 AMS, who would be
responsible for quickly fitting the Duke with the Canadian flight
gear that he would be wearing for the trip. Waiting for us on the
ground at Dalvay were Major Mark Kotzer and Captain Ryan
Lawrence, who would provide critical ground  coordination for us
with the staggering number of agencies involved with the Royal
tour.

After a quick approach into the cottage landing zone, the crew
left me in the aircraft as they went to go get the Prince kitted up
with flight gear. As I waited alone in 436, I started to become
aware of just how many cameras were arrayed around the
helicopter. I began to feel bit sorry for HRH having to jump into
the Waterbird and fly a demanding profile, in an unfamiliar
aircraft, with so many eyes on him.  It was to become an
inspirational moment for me,  as I  contemplated the personal
courage HRH was demon-strating in taking on such a challenge
where any minor  mistake  would  be instantly recorded forever
by any one of the thousands of cameras circling the lake.

A few minutes later, HRH emerged from the cottage and began
walking towards the helicopter with a look of resolve and
anticipation in his eyes.  That's when it began to dawn on me that
we were actually going to do this.  He hopped up the crew steps,
plugged in to the intercom system, and asked for clearance into
the seat. With the help from Josh Willemsen, he was quickly
strapped in, a photo was taken for posterity, and everyone but
the crew left the aircraft.

Our hour together had begun.   Once the crew door was buttoned
up, I took a minute to familiarize HRH with the cockpit layout,
egress pro-cedures, as well as highlight some of the differences
from the RAF Mk3 Sea King that he is more familiar with.  Still
not sure how formal he wanted to make this flight, I asked him
how he wanted to be addressed in the aircraft.  He looked over
and said simply: "Call me William."   Of course, I never did screw
up enough courage to call him that but it was clear to me that
HRH was focussed purely on the training experience and was not
concerned with pedestrian matters like adhering to protocol.

Ready for take-off minutes later, I lifted us out of the landing zone
and flew a quick left hand circuit to line up on final for Dalvay
Lake. Fortunately, we had a southerly wind again and this gave

us the optimum approach and departure paths for the usable
surface.  Within about 90 seconds of leaving the cottage we were
touching down on the lake right in front of the main viewing area
and I looked over at him and said: "See how easy that is?"
Patrick later told me that HRH glanced back at him with a
quizzical  look as if to say: "Yeah, right..."

We let HRH taxi around on the water for a couple of minutes to
let him get used to operating on the water’s surface before I took
control again to demo the dual engine take-off.  Quickly airborne,
I handed him back control and said: "if you have no questions,
Sir, it's your turn."   He set up for a nice wide downwind and then
turned onto final still looking grimly focussed. I was happy to note
that his aircraft control was very smooth and accurate as these
are critical attributes for success in the Waterbird.  A few
moments later, he was back on the lake, having flown a very nice
dual engine approach, and you could  see him starting to smile.

From there, we ripped through the full Waterbird syllabus as
quickly as I could move him through it – I would fly one
demonstration sequence, and then he would repeat it several
times in practice.  We had less time than I would normally have
liked but, very fortunately, the Duke proved to be a very capable
pilot and a very quick study, so we were able to move through
things quite quickly. He did the full Waterbird syllabus, including
single engines from the hover on instruments and single engine
water take-offs, with no problems at all.   In fact, the only mistake
during the flight was made by me (and I am not telling you what
it was... if you didn't see it, too bad, but the Prince got a good
chuckle out of it).

Throughout the flight, he was exceedingly competent and it was
evident to me that he takes his profession as a military pilot very
seriously.  Between each evolution we took a  moment to debrief 
things and I often had to remind myself that this wasn't just a line
pilot from 423, this was the future King.

                      

The Duchess of
Cambridge proudly

watches as her husband
HRH the Duke of

Cambridge lands the
Waterbird.

The Duchess watched from
the side of the lake with Josh
Willemsen by her side to
provide commentary  and
answer any questions she
might have;  I think he
actually may have got the
better part of the deal in this
whole experience. She left,
just before we started the
single engine take-offs, to

get changed for the dragon boat races that she and HRH would
be participating in that afternoon but it was obvious that she was
very proud as she watched her husband prove to be a natural
talent in the Waterbird.

The hour passed by so quickly that I had to look at my watch
several times before I could really believe that our time together
was ending.  With the last minutes ticking down, I offered the
Duke the aircraft to take back into the landing zone. Clearly
comfortable with confined areas by virtue of his training as a



Search and Rescue pilot, he flew a tight circuit into the landing
zone and put the aircraft back down exactly where we had
started from.  As he unstrapped, he was grinning from ear-to-ear
as he thanked Patrick and me for the flight. It was one of those
immensely satisfying moments when he turned to us and said
that this was one of his favourite parts of the tour and an event
TO which he had been really looking forward to.

Looking back, I can say  that the entire team from 12 Wing came
away with a fresh respect for Their Royal Highnesses.  They both
proved to be engaging, sincere, and friendly people.  HRH also
comes across as very serious  about his responsibilities as a
professional military pilot, and it was obvious to me that he wasn't
just going through the motions during the flight; he very much
wanted to fly the Waterbird and derive every benefit possible
from this unique training opportunity.

On a final, personal note, I am looking forward to the day of
William’s coronation when I can say that I flew with him when he
was "just" a young Prince. The Waterbird flight with  HRH was
one of my last flights in the Sea King as my military flying career
has drawn to a close and it was truly a great way to put a
finishing flourish in my logbook.   All of us who participated in this
event were so proud to be chosen to represent the Maritime
Helicopter community on such a public stage, and to show off the
great professionalism that has been the hallmark of naval
aviation in Canada since its inception.
                 

                               ******


